FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

On-Location Feature Production Rises for Second Consecutive Quarter

Commercials and TV Comedy Increase, Reality Tanks TV

LOS ANGELES – July 18, 2018 – On-location filming in Greater Los Angeles slid 5.2 percent in the second quarter of 2018, according to a FilmL.A. report released today. In all, 8,978 Shoot Days (SD)* were logged during the period, including all filming categories tracked by the nonprofit. On-location Feature production is up for a second consecutive quarter.

“We are grateful for the continued positive impact of the California Film Tax Credit as it boosts employment and production in Greater Los Angeles,” said FilmL.A. President Paul Audley. “While TV Drama is down quarter to quarter, much of that is due to the production cycle of these shows which went on hiatus during the second quarter. Increases in feature film, commercials and TV comedy production are very good news for the region’s economy.”

Incentivized projects brought to Los Angeles by the California Film & Television Tax Credit Program contributed 11.3 percent or 136 of the 1,184 SD in the Feature category. Incentivized Features filming in Los Angeles in the second quarter included Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, Captain Marvel and Bumblebee. Also driving Feature category gains was the film Wine Country, directed by Amy Poehler and backed by Netflix. The film shot heavily in the Los Angeles region during the second quarter.

Television saw a 15.1 percent decline (to 2,953 SD) in the second quarter. Among tracked TV categories, TV Comedies posted the only increase, rising 23 percent yielding 470 SD. Incentivized TV Comedy projects contributed 17.4 percent of the activity in the category. Projects that received the California Film & TV Tax Credit and filmed in second quarter included I’m Dying Up Here and Ballers.

- MORE -
Although the category saw no change from the same period in 2017, TV Pilots contributed 110 SD for the quarter. Incentivized TV Pilots showed 8 Shoot Days during the quarter. An incentivized TV Pilot project that filmed during the quarter was *Less Than Zero*.

TV Dramas were down slightly, slipping 9 percent (to 718 SD) for the quarter. Incentivized TV Dramas accounted for 28 percent of all activity in the category. Qualifying TV Dramas that filmed during the second quarter included *The OA, SWAT, Strange Angel, Snowfall, Mayans M.C.* and *Animal Kingdom*.

Decreases were seen in TV Reality (down 31.6 percent to 879 SD), Web-Based TV (down 14.6 percent to 352 SD) and the “Other” category, that consists largely of still photo shoots, student projects and music videos (down 7.9 percent to 3,245 SD).

On-location Commercial production continued to rise in 2018, up 14.2 percent in the second quarter (to 1,596 SD), finishing 16.8 percent above the category’s five-year average.

"The California Film and Television Tax Credit program has proven to be a vital tool against runaway production. And it is delivering results for the men and women who are the heart and soul of our entertainment industry and middle class -- the people who swing the hammers, drive the trucks, run the cable, and serve the food on set," said Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti. "This report contains good news, but it also shows that L.A. has to stay in the fight to keep jobs and revenue where they belong -- right here, in the creative capital of the world."

**About FilmL.A.**

FilmL.A. is a private, not-for-profit community benefit organization and the official film office of the City and County of Los Angeles, among an ever-increasing roster of local municipalities. Providing streamlined permit processing, comprehensive community relations, marketing services, film policy analysis and more to these jurisdictions, FilmL.A. works to attract and retain film production in Greater Los Angeles. Learn more about FilmL.A. at [www.filmla.com](http://www.filmla.com).

* On-location production figures are based on days of permitted production within the jurisdictions served by FilmL.A. One “Shoot Day” (or “SD”) is defined as one crew’s permission to film at one or more defined locations during all or part of any given 24-hour period. This measure determines how many days of work film crews perform during a given time period. FilmL.A. data does not include production that occurs on certified sound stages or on-location in jurisdictions not served by FilmL.A.
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LOS ANGELES SHOOT DAYS*, BY TELEVISION SUB-CATEGORY
CALENDAR YEARS 2017 - 2018, SECOND QUARTER

**TV DRAMA**
VERSUS Q2 2017: - 9.0%
5 YEAR AVERAGE: - 19.2%

**TV COMEDY**
VERSUS Q2 2017: + 23.0%
5 YEAR AVERAGE: + 15.5%

**TV REALITY**
VERSUS Q2 2017: - 31.6%
5 YEAR AVERAGE: - 32.7%

---

**TV PILOT**
VERSUS Q2 2017: + 0.0%
5 YEAR AVERAGE: - 34.5%

**WEB-BASED TV**
VERSUS Q2 2017: - 14.6%
5 YEAR AVERAGE: - 14.3%

---

**203 INCENTIVIZED Q2 SHOOT DAYS**
28% OF TV DRAMA CATEGORY
SHOWS: THE OA, SWAT, STRANGE ANGEL, SNOWFALL, MAYANS M.C., ANIMAL KINGDOM

**82 INCENTIVIZED Q2 SHOOT DAYS**
17.4% OF TV COMEDY CATEGORY
SHOWS: I’M DYING UP HERE, BALLERS

**15 INCENTIVIZED Q2 SHOOT DAYS**
7.2% OF TV PILOT CATEGORY
SHOWS: LESS THAN ZERO

---

*On-location production figures are based on days of permitted production within the jurisdictions served by FilmL.A. One “Shoot Day” (or “SD”) is defined as one crew’s permission to film at one or more defined locations during all or part of any given 24 hour period. This measure determines how many days of work film crews perform during a given time period. FilmL.A. data does not include production that occurs on certified sound stages or on-location in jurisdictions not served by FilmL.A.